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To probe into the dynamic mechanical properties of expansive soil stabilized by fly ash and lime under impact load, the split-
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) test was carried out in this study. An analysis was made on the dynamic mechanical property and
final fracture morphology of stabilized soil, and the failure mechanism was also explored from the perspective of energy dis-
sipation. According to the test results, under the impact pressure of 0.2MPa, plain soil and pure fly ash-stabilized soil exhibit
strong plasticity. After the addition of lime, the stabilized soil shows obvious brittle failure..e dynamic compressive strength and
absorbed energy of stabilized soil first increase and then decrease with the change of mix proportions. Both the dynamic
compressive strength and the absorbed energy reach the peak value at the content of 20% fly ash and 5% lime (20% F+ 5% L). In
the process of the test, most of the incident energy is reflected back to the incident bar. .e absorbed energy of stabilized soil
increases linearly with the rise of dynamic compressive strength, while the absorbed energy is negatively correlated with the fractal
dimension. .e fractal dimension of pore morphology of the plain soil is lower than that of the fly ash-lime combined stabilized
soil when it comes to the two different magnification ratios..e test results indicate that the modifier content of 20% F+ 5% L can
significantly improve the dynamic mechanical properties of the expansive soil.

1. Introduction

Expansive soil refers to a type of clay with repeated ex-
pansion and shrinkage properties in terms of its moisture
variations [1–4]. Its main mineral components include
montmorillonite and illite [5–9]. It was not until 1938 that
the United States Reclamation Bureau initially discovered
the problem caused by expansive soil in a foundation en-
gineering project in Oregon. Since then, engineers have
come to realize the damage of expansive soil causes to
engineering. In recent years, a variety of methods have been
explored by many scholars with the purpose of stabilizing
expansive soil. .e research results show that cement and
lime [10], fly ash [11], etc., all prove to be effective materials
to reduce the expansion potential of expansive soil.

Apart from exploring materials like fly ash and lime to
reduce the expansion potential of expansive soil, the static
mechanical properties of stabilized soil have also been ex-
plored comprehensively. .e change laws of unconfined
compressive strength [12–14], split tensile strength [12], and
shear strength [14, 15] as well as other parameters of sta-
bilized soil with different mix proportions have been ob-
tained by relevant studies in order to acquire the optimal mix
proportion of the modifier. Besides, the mechanism for the
stabilization of expansive soil with fly ash and lime has been
illustrated microscopically by some scholars [16, 17].

Based on the works above, abundant experience has been
accumulated for the research and application of stabilized
expansive soil. However, most of the research studies mainly
focus on the quasi-static condition, and there are quite
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limited studies on the dynamic mechanical properties of
stabilized soil under impact load. In engineering practice,
the stabilized expansive soil bears not only static load but
also dynamic impact load. .e stabilized expansive soil is
usually used for the subgrade of the airport. When the
aircraft is swept to the ground at high speed, it has a severe
impact on the runway roadbed. Additionally, when me-
chanical excavation or blasting is conducted around the
reinforced expansive soil foundation, dynamic impact on the
foundation occurs. Moreover, impact loads such as earth-
quakes and vehicle vibration are also potential to affect the
stability of the composite foundation [18, 19]. All the cases
above involve the dynamic mechanical response of soil
materials, and compared with the static mechanical prop-
erties, the dynamic mechanical properties of soil materials
vary greatly. .erefore, it is of great significance to carry out
research on the dynamic mechanical properties of stabilized
soil under impact load.

It differs a lot between the dynamic and static mechanical
properties of materials or structures, which is mainly re-
flected in two aspects: firstly, under the action of static loads,
the solid medium is in a state of static equilibrium, in which
the inertial action of the medium element can be neglected.
However, the impact loads are characterized by a short
duration of time, with the motion parameters changing
significantly on a short time scale in milliseconds, micro-
seconds, or even nanoseconds. Under the condition of such
dynamic loads, the inertial properties of the medium
microbody have to be considered. Secondly, the charac-
teristics of the strong impact loads mean the motion pa-
rameters change significantly on the short time scale, which
is sure to lead to a high strain rate. Generally, the strain rate
in the conventional static test is on the order of
10− 5s− 1∼10− 1s− 1, while in the impact test, it is generally
101s− 1∼104s− 1 and even up to 107s− 1, with many orders of
magnitude higher than those in the static test. According to
many tests, the mechanical behavior of materials often
differs with the change of strain rates [20, 21]. In regard to
material deformation mechanism, apart from the fact that
the ideal elastic deformation can be seen as a transient re-
sponse, other types of inelastic deformations and fractures,
such as the diffusion process caused by stress, the evolution
process of damage, and the expansion process of cracks, are
nontransient responses which are developed at a finite strain
rate. .us, the mechanical properties of the materials are
essentially related to the strain rate. It is manifested that with
the increase of the strain rate, the yield limit and ultimate
strength of materials rise while the elongation declines, and
on the contrary, the yield lag and the fracture lag become
apparent. .erefore, the correlation between material con-
stitutive equation and strain rate is another reason why the
mechanical response of material under impact load differs
from that of static loads [22].

.e split-Hopkinson pressure bar test is widely adopted
as a standard method to measure the dynamic mechanical
properties of materials with a strain rate range of
102s− 1–104s− 1 [23]. In this study, the SHPB test was
employed to analyze the dynamic mechanical properties of
fly ash and lime-stabilized expansive soil.

2. Test Methodology

.e soil used in the test is taken from a construction site in
Shannan New District, Huainan City, and the physical
parameters of the soil samples are measured and shown in
Table 1, from which it can be found that the soil belongs to
weak expansive soil.

Based on the X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests of fly ash and
lime, it indicates that the fly ash is primarily composed of
mullite with a small amount of quartz, while the lime mostly
contains portlandite with a small amount of vanadium selenide.

In the preparation of samples, the soil was first pul-
verized through a 0.5mm sieve. .e contents of fly ash were
0% (plain soil), 10%, 20%, and 30% (mass ratio to dry soil) in
the first group, respectively. In the second group, 5% lime
(mass ratio to dry soil) was added to each sample based on
the first group. Cylinder samples with a diameter of 50mm
and a height of 25mm were made and water content was
maintained at 25%. .e densities of soil samples are 1.795 g/
cm3 (plain soil), 1.787 g/cm3 (10% F), 1.787 g/cm3 (20% F),
1.784 g/cm3 (30% F), 1.561 g/cm3 (10% F+ 5% L), 1.551 g/
cm3 (20% F+ 5% L), and 1.536 g/cm3 (30% F+ 5% L), re-
spectively. .e prepared samples were placed in a standard
curing box and maintained at 95% relative humidity for 28
days.

For the impact test, a Φ50mm SHPB test device was
used, which consists of a loading system, a striker bar, an
incident bar, a transmitted bar, and a signal acquisition
system, as shown in Figure 1.

.e length of the striker bar, incident bar, and trans-
mitted bar is 0.60m, 2.40m, and 1.20m, respectively. Each
bar is made of alloy steel with a density of 7.8 g/cm3, an
elastic modulus of 210GPa, and a longitudinal wave velocity
of 5190m/s. Considering the low wave impedance of the soil
samples, a semiconductor strain gauge was used to collect
the voltage signal on the transmitted bar. .e DPO3024
digital oscilloscope and KD6009 strain amplifier were used
for data and signal acquisition. At the same time, the parallel
beam and timer were used tomeasure the speed of the striker
bar. Due to the low strength of soil samples, an impact
pressure of 0.2MPa was adopted in the test.

To ensure a uniform stress inside samples, the following
two measures were adopted in the SHPB test:

(1) An appropriate amount of Vaseline was applied to
the upper and lower surfaces of samples to reduce the
friction effect between the samples and the bars [24].

(2) According to relevant research results, when the
length-diameter ratio was 0.5, the uniformity of
stress inside samples was relatively good. .erefore,
the size of 50mm× 25mm was selected [25].

.e plain soil and 10% F+ 5% L stabilized soil were
selected to be two representative soil samples for the analysis
of the microstructures. Under a FlexSEM1000 machine, the
microstructures of the plain soil and 10% F+ 5% L stabilized
soil were investigated. Before the SEM test, the soil samples
were first polished and then plated with gold for 120 s for the
purpose of enhancing their conductivity. .e acceleration
voltage of SEM analysis was set to 10 kV.
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3. Test Results

3.1. Dynamic Compressive Strength Analysis. Figure 2 shows
the typical shaped waveforms of incident, reflected, and
transmitted pulse in the SHPB test.

.e dynamic compressive strain and stress in the SHPB
test can be calculated with the two-wave method. .e rel-
evant formula is as follows [26]:

εs(t) �
2c

L0


t

0
εR(t)dt,

σs(t) �
AE

A0
εT(t),

(1)

where E, c, and A refer to the elastic modulus, longitudinal
wave velocity, and cross-sectional area of the bars, re-
spectively; L0 and A0 denote the length and cross-sectional
area of soil samples, respectively; and εR(t) and εT(t) are the
reflected and transmitted pulses, respectively.

.e dynamic compressive stress-strain curves of the
stabilized expansive soil with different mix proportions are
shown in Figure 3. As is shown, the strength of the expansive
soil stabilized by both fly ash and lime is significantly higher
than that by pure fly ash. .e strength of plain soil and pure
fly ash-stabilized soil rises firstly and then gradually declines
after reaching the peak value. .en a yield platform appears,
showing obvious characteristics of plastic failure. After lime
is added, the strength of the stabilized soil reaches the peak
value and then decreases rapidly, indicating a typical brittle
failure. .e corresponding dynamic compressive strength is
shown in Figure 4. When fly ash is added separately, the
strength of the stabilized soil first increases and then de-
creases with the upregulation of fly ash content..e strength
of the stabilized soil reaches the peak value of 713.58 kPa
when 20% F is added, which increases by 47.9% compared
with that of plain soil (480.02 kPa). .is is because the
pozzolanic reaction of fly ash tends to produce certain
hydration products, which contribute to improving the
strength of the stabilized soil within a certain range of fly ash
content (0%–20% F). Nevertheless, as a type of fine spherical

particles, fly ash is only possessed of a low strength, and too
much content will inevitably lead to uneven mixture and
agglomeration in the soil, consequently generating a weak
surface of direct contact between fly ash particles. Once
subjected to an external load, the weak surface first breaks,
which in turn reduces the strength of the soil samples. With
the addition of lime, the change law of stabilized soil strength
exhibits the same regularity, reaching the peak value of
1668.75 kPa at 20% F+ 5% F content, with an increase of
247.9% compared with that of plain soil. .e results show
that lime can significantly promote the hydration reaction in
stabilized soil so as to dramatically improve the dynamic
compressive strength.

3.2. Energy Dissipation Analysis. From the perspective of
thermodynamics, the essence of failure is the process of
energy conversion. .e failure process of materials always
exchanges energy with the outside world. Macroscopic
fracture is the final outcome of the continuous aggregation
and development of microcracks inside. .us, the process
from microscopic damage to macroscopic failure is ac-
companied by the dissipation of energy [27]. In the final
analysis, material failure refers to a state instability

Table 1: Physical parameters of expansive soil.

Moisture
content (%)

Density
(g/cm3)

Dry density
(g/cm3) Porosity (%) Void ratio Plasticity index Free swelling ratio (%) Unloading swelling ratio (%)

24.1 1.98 1.60 41.5 0.711 24.91 59.4 13.13

Pulse shaper Incident bar
Soil sample

Transmitted bar

Striker bar Strain gauge Semiconductor strain gauge

Acquisition system

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the SHPB test device.
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Figure 2: Typical shaped waveforms.
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phenomenon driven by energy. .erefore, to clarify the
failure mechanism of rock and soil, it is of vital importance
to analyze energy dissipation.

Under the action of dynamic impact load, energy is the
prime force that runs through the whole process of soil
deformation and failure. .e soil is a typical heterogeneous
material with a great many cracks and pores inside. Under
the static load, the soil sample has stress concentration at
these defects, which then goes through the process of crack
propagation to lead the failure. Under the dynamic impact
load, on account of the short action time, the strain rate
presents to be high, and the internal cracks of soil are too fast
to expand in a regular manner. .erefore, the soil sample
exhibits irregular and comminuted failure at the macro-
scopic level. In consequence, its failure process, failure

mode, and energy dissipation rules all seem to show great
differences from that under static load. .us, studying the
energy dissipation process of the stabilized soil is conducive
to revealing the failure mechanism of the soil sample. .e
calculation formula of the absorbed energy Ws(t) in SHPB
test is as follows [28]:

Ws(t) � WI(t) − WR(t) − WT(t), (2)

where WI(t), WR(t), and WT(t) refer to the energy of
incident, reflected, and transmitted pulses, respectively.
Based on the assumption of one-dimensional stress wave
and the law of energy conservation, the energy of incident,
reflected, and transmitted pulses in the SHPB test can be
calculated with the following formula:

Wi(t) �
Ac

E
 σ2i (t)dt � EAC  ε2i (t)dt, i � I,R,T.

(3)

.e absorbed energy Ws is mainly composed of three
parts: (1) energy consumption for crushing, which is mainly
used to generate new fractures and microcracks in the
fragments; (2) kinetic energy of fragments ejection; (3) other
kinds of energy, which mainly refer to energy dissipated in
other different forms like heat [22].

Due to the low wave impedance of stabilized soil, there is
little difference between the incident and reflected pulses, the
error of absorbed energy calculated by the above formula is
large [29]. To avoid this phenomenon, the strain uniformity
assumption εT(t) � εI(t) + εR(t) is quoted here, with which
the above formula can be changed to

Ws(t) � WI(t) − WR(t) + WT(t) 

�
Ac

E
 σ2I dt −  σ2Rdt −  σ2Tdt 

�
Ac

E
 σT − σR( 

2dt −  σ2Rdt −  σ2Tdt 

�
Ac

E
 σ2T + σ2R − 2σTσR dt −  σ2Rdt −  σ2Tdt 

� −
Ac

E
 2σTσRdt.

(4)

Figure 5 shows the variation of incident energy and
absorbed energy over time in SHPB test. In the initial stage,
the incident energy and the absorbed energy increase with
time and remain unchanged after reaching a certain time.
.en, the energy does not increase any more, and the
absorbed energy only accounts for a small part of the total
incident energy.

Figure 6 shows the time-history curves of absorbed
energy for stabilized soil with different mix proportions. All
the curves show a consistent change law, in which the
absorbed energy gradually rises with time and then remains
stable. After reaching a stable state, the absorbed energy of
soil stabilized by both fly ash and lime presents to be
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Figure 3: Dynamic compressive stress-strain curves of stabilized
soil with different mix proportions.
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significantly higher than that of pure fly ash-stabilized soil
and plain soil. .e absorbed energy curves of the stabilized
soil with different mix proportions are shown in Figure 7.

In order to further clarify the energy dissipation law in
the SHPB test, Table 2 shows the incident energy, absorbed
energy, and the energy absorbency rate to incident energy
under different mix proportions. After the addition of lime,
an increase is seen in both the absorbed energy and the
energy absorbency rate.

Figure 8 shows the fitted curve of dynamic compressive
strength and absorbed energy of stabilized soil. .ere is a
strong positive correlation between dynamic compressive
strength and absorbed energy. .e greater the sample
strength, the more the absorbed energy when failure occurs.
.e experimental data further prove the correctness of the
energy analysis theory.

3.3. Fracture Morphology Analysis. In the SHPB test, the
fracture morphology of stabilized soil under different mix
proportions is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that due to
the strong plasticity of plain soil and pure fly ash-stabilized
soil, the soil samples under the impact load exhibit good
integrity, except for some cracks and a small amount of
fracture gaps. After the addition of lime, the periphery of soil
samples is mostly small-scale fragments, and even pulveri-
zation occurs; the samples are broken obviously.
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Figure 5: Curves of incident energy and absorbed energy over time
in the SHPB test.
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Table 2: Test results of the energy distribution of soil under dif-
ferent mix proportions.

Specimen number Incident energy (J)
Absorbed energy (J)
Value (J) Percentage

Plain soil 48.63 0.31 0.64
10% F-1 33.01 0.38 1.15
10% F-2 34.28 0.34 0.99
10% F-3 34.26 0.45 1.31
10% F-4 44.87 0.55 1.23
10% F-5 43.76 0.61 1.39
20% F-1 36.38 0.75 2.06
20% F-2 37.26 0.58 1.56
20% F-3 37.04 0.63 1.70
30% F-1 36.23 0.84 2.32
30% F-2 36.66 0.68 1.85
30% F-3 36.54 0.52 1.42
10% F+ 5% L-1 47.19 1.86 3.94
10% F+ 5% L-2 40.13 1.14 2.84
10% F+ 5% L-3 36.07 1.68 4.66
10% F+ 5% L-4 33.74 1.13 3.35
20% F+ 5% L-1 48.56 1.33 2.74
20% F+ 5% L-2 47.34 1.73 3.65
20% F+ 5% L-3 47.91 1.88 3.92
20% F+ 5% L-4 44.47 1.58 3.55
20% F+ 5% L-5 39.6 1.92 4.85
20% F+ 5% L-6 33.91 1.58 4.66
30% F+ 5% L-1 46.87 0.75 1.60
30% F+ 5% L-2 37.34 1.1 2.95
30% F+ 5% L-3 42.4 1.08 2.55
30% F+ 5% L-4 33.61 0.78 2.32
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.e evolution of soil samples frommicroscopic damage to
macroscopic fractures is a fractal process. .e geometric
characteristics of structural evolution and the numerical
characteristics of physical-mechanical properties both show
good statistical self-similarity. Due to the large degree of
fragment distribution and the large span of different fragment
sizes, in order to give a visual description of the distribution
for the broken fragments of stabilized soil after failure, a
standard sieve was used to screen the broken fragments. .e
average size D of the broken fragments was used to indicate
the damage degree of the stabilized soil [30]. As shown in
formula (5), the corresponding screening results are shown in
Table 3 (considering the high integrity of plain soil and pure
fly ash-stabilized soil, it is of little significance to analyze the
fracture morphology from the perspective of the fractal
theory. .us, only the fractal characteristic of fly ash-lime
combined stabilized soil is discussed here):

D �


10
i�1ridi


10
i�1ri

, (5)

where di refers to the average of the largest particle size and
the smallest particle size in each screening particle size range,
mm, and ri refers to the percentage of the fragment mass
corresponding to di in the total mass M.

In 1975, the mathematician B. B. Mandelbort proposed
the fractal theory to reveal the phenomenon, which was
irregular but showed self-similarity. Under impact load, the
fly ash-lime combined stabilized soil exhibits an obvious
form of disorder, which can be regarded as an uncertain
system. .erefore, fractal theory is likely to explain some
inherent laws hidden in this complex phenomenon [30].

Based on the G-G-S distribution and the mass-frequency
relationship [31], the equation for the fragmentation degree
of stabilized soil is

y �
mr

mT
�

r

rm
 

b

, (6)

where r is the particle size of fragments, mm; rm is the
maximum particle size of fragments, mm; mr is the cu-
mulative mass of fragments with a smaller particle size than
r, g; mT is the total mass of the fragments, g; and b is the
distribution parameter, which is equal to the slope of
ln[mr/mT] − ln[r/rm] curve. Define the fractal dimension
Db:

Db � logrN
− 1

, (7)

where N stands for the number of fragments with a particle
size larger than r. Considering the relationship between N

and m, i.e., dm∝ r3dN, the fractal dimension Db can be
acquired with the mass-particle method, i.e., b � (3 − Db),
which is equal to the slope of the ln[mr/mT] − ln[r/rm]

curve. A large fractal dimension means more fragments of
the sample, a smaller fragment size, and a larger fragmen-
tation degree [29, 30].

Figure 10 shows the ln[mr/mT] − ln[r/rm] curve of the
fly ash-lime combined stabilized soil in the SHPB test. .e
good linear correlation of the test data on the coordinate
axes indicates that the fragmentation distribution of the
stabilized soil after impact load has good fractal charac-
teristics, which is because the stabilized soil has lots of
microcracks and other mesoscopic damages inside. .ere is
self-similarity among them within a certain range, and the
failure process and fragment morphology are caused by the
evolution of internal damage. Under such circumstances, the
distribution of fragmentation can be considered as a sta-
tistical fractal.

Figure 11 shows the fitted curve of fractal dimension and
absorbed energy. In the SHPB test, the fractal dimension of
10% F+ 5% L, 20% F+ 5% L, and 30% F+ 5% L stabilized soil
is 2.4177, 2.2957, and 2.5033, respectively. .e absorbed
energy of soil samples gradually decreases within the fractal
dimension range of 2.3–2.5. Based on the results above, it is
shown that a reasonable amount of fly ash and lime content
has a positive effect on the fracture morphology of the
stabilized soil. Under the condition of 20% F+ 5% L content,
the stabilized soil exhibits the highest dynamic compressive
strength and absorbed energy but the smallest fractal di-
mension, which indicates that the fragment size is relatively
large after the soil sample is broken. .e hydration product
of the modifier inhibits the expansion of the damage cracks
to some extent. In conclusion, 20% F+ 5% L proves to be the
optimal mix proportion under the test conditions.

3.4. Microstructures Analysis. SEM, as one of the most
important methods to explore the microstructures of soil
and rock samples, can be adopted to intuitively display the
characteristics of micropore morphology. So far, many
scholars have conducted lots of research and analysis on the
microscopic pore structures of soil and rock samples by
means of SEM images [13, 30, 32], but most of them remain
at the level of qualitative identification or morphological
description of microstructure, and a lot of quantitative in-
formation involved in SEM images have been ignored.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g)

Figure 9: Fracture morphology of stabilized soil under different mix proportions. (a) Plain soil; (b) 10% F stabilized soil; (c) 20% F stabilized
soil; (d) 30% F stabilized soil; (e) 10% F+ 5% L stabilized soil; (f ) 20% F+ 5% L stabilized soil; (g) 30% F+ 5% L stabilized soil.

Table 3: Screening results of impact fragments of stabilized soil in the SHPB test.

Sample types
Screening particle size (mm)

M (g) D (mm)
0 0.1 0.25 0.5 1 2 5 10 30 50

10% F+ 5% L 0.16 3.86 4.48 5.3 4.72 18.48 17.26 25.22 19.22 0 98.70 14.99
20% F+ 5% L 0.06 2.49 3.44 4.46 4.07 17.20 16.43 24.37 27.29 0 99.80 17.75
30% F+ 5% L 0 5.84 5.76 6.68 4.88 18.86 15.92 19.88 12.92 0 90.74 12.86
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Fractal theory is adopted not only to quantitatively
characterize the morphology and distribution features of
complex objects but also to characterize the pore diameter
distribution as well as particle morphology of rocks and soil
mass. With SEM images, it is possible to clearly show the
pore characteristics of both plain soil and stabilized soil.
Suppose there are fractal characteristics in the pore mor-
phology, the relationship between pore perimeter and area is
as follows [33, 34]:

lgP �
D

2
lgA + C, (8)

where P is the perimeter of pores extracted by SEM images,
nm; A is the area, nm2; D is the fractal dimension of pore
morphology; and C is a constant.

To quantitatively characterize the microscopic pore
characteristics, a professional graphics processing software
image J was used to binarize the SEM images and extract the

shape of pores and cracks, and the schematic diagram is
given in Figure 12.

Under different magnification multiples (×100, ×1000)
by means of setting a specific gray threshold, the original and
binarization SEM images are shown in Figure 13.

According to equation (8), the pore area and perimeter
were fitted linearly. As shown in Figure 14, there is a good
linear relationship in the logarithmic coordinate of the pore
area and the perimeter of plain soil and stabilized soil, in-
dicating that the pore morphology possesses good fractal
characteristics. Based on the fractal principle, the larger the
fractal dimension is, the more complex the pore morphology
is; the smaller the fractal dimension of pores is, the simpler
the pore morphology is, and the closer it is to a circle [33].

It can be seen that the fractal dimension of the pores in
plain soil is 2.544–2.550, which is less than that of 10% F+5% L
stabilized soil (2.628–2.658) under the condition of 100 times of
magnification (×100). Under the 1000 times of magnification,

10% F + 5% L, R2 = 0.9769 
20% F + 5% L, R2 = 0.98
30% F + 5% L, R2 = 0.9664

ln
 (m

r/m
T)
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Figure 10: .e ln[mr/mT] − ln[r/rm] curve in the SHPB test.
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Figure 11: Fitted curve of fractal dimension and absorbed energy of stabilized soil.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13: Original and binarization SEM images. (a) Plain soil (×100); (b) 10% F+ 5% L stabilized soil (×100); (c) plain soil (x1000); (d) 10%
F+ 5% L stabilized soil (×1000).

Image J

Original image

Binarization image Pore and crack
shape

Shape statistics

Shape feature
extraction

Binarize

Figure 12: Schematic diagram of pore and crack shape extraction.
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Figure 14: Continued.
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the fractal dimension of the pores in plain soil is 1.314 (another
set of data is 1.332, and this is because the soil surface contains a
more flake thin layer structure, and the overlaps in SEM images
is serious, causing that the pores on the surface of the soil
sample are shielded to some extent. .erefore, the complete
pores are divided into complex and irregular shapes, which is
not considered here), less than that of 10% F+5% L stabilized
soil (1.330–1.336)..is phenomenon indicates that the internal
poremorphology of plain soil is relatively simple, which is close
to the shape of a circle. However, this pore structure is filled
with the hydration products of the modifier to some extent,
which transforms the pore morphology of stabilized soil into
irregular and small cracks. Consequently, the compactness and
integrity of the soil are further improved.

4. Conclusion

In this study, an analysis was made on the dynamic me-
chanical properties and energy dissipation law of fly ash and
lime-stabilized expansive soil based on the SHPB test. Both
the relationship between dynamic compressive strength and
absorbed energy and the relationship between fractal di-
mension and absorbed energy were obtained. .e micro-
structures of plain soil and stabilized soil were analyzed by
SEM images. Relevant research conclusions are as follows:

(1) .edynamic compressive strength and absorbed energy of
the stabilized soil first increase and then decrease with the
rise of fly ash and lime content and finally reach the peak
value under the mix proportion of 20% F+5% L, which is
1670kPa and 1.67 J, respectively.More than the addition of
20% F+5% L, the dynamic compressive strength and
absorbed energy are reduced because of the presence of the
weak surface of fly ash-fly ash particles. Due to the low
wave impedance of the soil, the absorbed energy in the test
only accounts for a very small part of the incident energy.

(2) .e dynamic compressive strength of the stabilized soil
has a good linear relationship with the absorbed en-
ergy. .e greater the strength, the more the absorbed
energy after the failure of soil..e failuremechanismof
the soil samples under impact load is well analyzed
from the perspective of energy dissipation.

(3) .e fracture morphology of fly ash-lime combined
stabilized soil presents significant differences from
that of plain soil and pure fly ash-stabilized soil. Under
the impact load of 0.2MPa, the integrity of plain soil
and pure fly ash-stabilized soil is relatively good, while
the soil stabilized by both fly ash and lime shows
comminuted failure. .e absorbed energy gradually
declines within the range of fractal dimension from
2.30 to 2.50. It shows that a reasonable amount of
modifier has a certain positive effect on the failure
fracture characteristics of soil. According to the test
results, the modifier content of 20% F+5% L proves
to be the optimal mix proportion.

(4) .e fractal dimension of pore morphology obtained
from the binarization of SEM images is able to
quantitatively characterize the pore morphology
characteristics of plain soil and stabilized soil. .e
microstructure of plain soil differs from that of fly
ash-lime combined stabilized soil. .e pores of plain
soil are much closer to the shape of a circle. In
contrast, the fracture morphology of stabilized soil
tends to be slender and irregular microcracks.
.erefore, the stabilized soil is of better compactness
and higher strength.

Data Availability

.e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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